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Last time I took her to that vet, because she LOST that tooth naturally, I wasn't about to
put her under and have him extract something that was coming out soon anyway
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Also, a Phase I environmental report in 2008 indicated the existence of potentially
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yakk i am now willing to drive illigally for the rest of my life or until someone wise change the stinky system and fire all this greedy unproffessional officers.
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“This is no different – it’s just that now, people can see you.”
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Eight guests tumble out onto the grass, moaning.) See? Things are starting to wind down.”
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"Bobbi Kristina is fighting for her life and is surrounded by immediate family," a Houston family statement said Monday

When it comes to Rx drug abuse, one could safely hypothesize that we'll never entirely wipe out the problem

Then maybe she'll stroke me off on her tits after she's through with him.
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The next time I read a blog, Hopefully it doesn’t fail me just as much as this particular one
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As opposed to the salt form, the term "freebase" is referred to as the base form of cocaine

Those mistakes I personally don’t count towards failure simply I consider them accidents due to lack of knowledge
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